
5/20/92 Mr. Prank eareciewicz 
Hill 6: Knowlton 
901 31 St., INA 
Washington, D.C. 2(XX)7-3838 

Dear Mr. Ilatedewice, 

Thinking about the rather exceptional thing, to nay the least, that the AMA did 

to criticize your client yesterday leads no to make a proposal I may decide against 
after I think about it further. I'll have time for eone thinking tomorrow. I'll be 
hospitalized for some test tonight but I'll be home Friday. 

Sone of what I've been able to do I did by means of what i regard as intelectual 
judo. Often enough it has worked. 

I !mow enough about the idiA statement without having a copy of it to be absolutely 
certain that I can, with fact alone, and official documentation, utterly destroy it. 

Because of the ahe's power, influence and importance that with luck can be used 

against it, 1 believe it is possible to make it impossible to regard the official JFK 
aseaseieution mythology as anything other than mythology. 

I would get lit=tle or more likely no attention for what I'd nay and produce but 
I think it would be diffeeent with you and your client. Especially because the AEA 
statement was /deed at 'del. as I am prepared to show you, United almost entirely to 
official records all of which were availnble to the ADA. With official pictures, too. 

The exception is that the doctors lied in saying they had been silent for 29 years. 

Whether or not this appeals to you I'd appreciate your sending mo copies of the 

Alia statement and anything else quoting any of then. I'll love the quotes! 

I'll be preparing what 1 have in nind in any event but if you are interested 

let almost everything else wait. 

I ask nothing for this. fly only interest is a truthful and accurate record, without 
any theeAeing or conjectures or dranatest's license ur anyone else aseociated with it. 

I believe that witheyour client sponsoring what I've seen referred to as a docu-
mentary he'll find what I have and will use of interest. at the least. 

Sincerely, 	1 

Xj-1(7/V -4  7 
Harold ieberg 


